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                    I have to say that the whole experience using this product was great and I'm loving that I have more free time now. 
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                        Save, print, download, share

                        Once your legal document has been created and customized to fit your needs, it's yours! Save it, print it and share it with anyone you choose
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                                            Yes, you can definitely write a legal agreement without hiring a lawyer. An agreement or contract is basically a promise between two legally competent parties. Therefore, as long as there is an offer and an acceptance to that offer in exchange, you can write a legally binding document. There are several elements that need to be present in the document in order for it to be legally binding, including that the contract must be regarding a legal activity and enforceable by law. To make sure you are including all the elements needed, it is always a good idea to start with a legal template or pre-written form where you can add all the information and then have both parties sign. PDFSimpli has hundreds of templates that can help you create a legal agreement without hiring a lawyer to save time and money.
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                                            The federal government passed the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (ESIGN) for the United States in 2000, meaning that all electronic signatures constitute legally binding documents if all parties choose to sign digitally. Also, in order for an agreement to be legally binding, the law requires both parties signatures on the agreement that has been made between them and where no illegal or prohibited actions were involved. With PDFSimpli you can easily create and customize hundreds of legally binding templates for all your personal and business needs without a lawyer. PDFSimpli has hundreds of customizable legally binding templates to choose from, all easy to personalize that you can electronically sign by multiple parties.
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                                            If you need a legal template and don’t want to spend money hiring an attorney, you can simply choose the legal template you need from hundreds of free legal templates and forms available from PDFSimpli. Just choose the template, follow the easy step-by-step instructions and electronically sign your legally binding contract.
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                                            If you need to create or edit a legal template for Microsoft Word, you can start by searching from all the free legal templates available from PDFSimpli. Once you have the correct template, simply fill out the blanks and you will be able to save the document in any format you need, including Microsoft Word. You can add e-signatures and request electronic signatures from additional users if needed.
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